
KITZ VALVE & ACTUATION (THAILAND) CO., LTD. 

Corporate Social Responsibility in 2020. 

 

Since KITZ founding in 1951, KITZ has supported infrastructure indispensable for our lives and 

industries through its fluid control-related business activities encompassing long year involvement in 

environment-friendly materials development such as lead-free materials, cadmium-free materials, products 

development for clean energy fields, disinfecting& purification equipment and environmental conservation 

activities to fulfill its corporate social responsibility (CSR). 

KITZ highlighted the further enhancement of ESG (Environment, Social and Governance ) 

initiatives as a key theme for our sustainable management and SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals) are 

closely aligned accelerating it. 

In March 2020, the KITZ Group announced its Sustainability Commitment and Sustainability Slogan, 

which serve as important guidelines for promoting its sustainable management.  

■KITZ Group Sustainability Commitment 

Create a Society That Lives Together in Harmony with the Earth through Our Fluid Control Business. 

■KITZ Group Sustainability Slogan  

Create the Future / Preserve the Future 

The Sustainability Commitment is a promise to all stakeholders as the KITZ Group aims to 

continuously be sustainable and raise social value. 

The Sustainability Slogan is a guidepost for all KITZ Group employees to realize the Commitment. 

 

<< KITZ VALVE & ACTUATION (THAILAND) CO., LTD.’s CSR activity in 2020 >> 

On 22nd August 2020, KITZ VALVE & ACTUATION (THAILAND) CO.,LTD. (KVT) was successfully 

held a very first CSR event at Sattahip, Chonburi. Our CSR activity was based on SDGs in Goal 14: “Life 

below Water” (＊NOTE1.) and it help employees to realize the environmental morale and our sustainability 

commitment and slogan. 



For KVT’s first CSR event, we had chosen the following 2 activities. 

1. Planting Coral :  

As the rising temperature od seawaters is causing bleaching and threaten coral with extinction, our Coral 

Planting CSR activity intends to create awareness on conserving coral reefs, biodiversity of the sea. 

2. Release Nurse Shark : 

Since, the number of sharks in nature has decreased continuously by the changing of marine environment, 

including with human threats. This activity will release nurse shark back to the ocean and promote 

natural breeding as well as multiplication of sharks in the ecosystem in the ocean forever. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

＊NOTE1. : SDGs 14, Converse and Sustainably use the ocean, seas and marine  

resources for sustainable development. 

 

 

We wish to create a sustainable society where all people on earth can live their lives with peace of 

mind. To create the ideal society, we believe companies must achieve sustainable growth while working to 

solve social issues and protect the global environment through business activities. 

Working toward realizing a sustainable society, the KITZ Group takes a sincere approach toward the earth 

and its inhabitants and will raise both its corporate and social value. 


